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THE CASE OF

. o = by your Union Oil Minute Man

Gloria and I notice nothing
unusual about him as he
pulls up to the pumps, except
that he's driving a red and
yellow truck with big, gilt
letters on the side that say:
' 'Mento, the Great Brain,''
and instead of a hat, he is
wearing a Turkish towel
wrapped around his head.
On his face he has a long,
silky mustache and a scowl.
He's the maddest looking
guy we've ever seen, this
Mento, the Great Brain!
Before I can say anything
he holds up his hand like an
actor."Say nothing," he roars.
"To Mento the mind is an
open book. Bahh—
five gallons!"
Gloria giggles as she grabs
the air hose and starts on
the tires. I make with the 76.
Mento stands over me. "Like
the open book is the mind
to Mento," he says."You
were about to tell Mento
there is a war on, that you

have not the time to give
Mento service; that you
are too busy—bahh, yah?"
;

'Bahh, no-er I mean no,
bahh, er—no,sir"—I mumble
as I start to check the
oil and radiator.
Mento glares at me. "You
tell Mento his business?
Bahh—everywhere I go I
read minds. I know what
they're going to say before
they say it. They push Mento
around. Bahh—they are too
busy!'' Gloria has just
finished the windshield
and pipes up with "Not at
Union Oil Minute Man
Stations, Mr. Mento. Sure,
we're awful busy, all right,
but we're never too busy to be

helpful, "and she gives him
the old wide-eyed smile.
Mento yells, "But this is
not possible—Mento reads
minds like open books."
'Sure it's possible, Mr.
Mento," I tell him."Look,

we wanted your business
before the war; we certainly
want it after the war.
So we figure the way to keep
it is to treat you the best
we can now. You don't
have to be a mind reader
to find that out!"

This morning The Brain
is back. He has a new sign
on the truck. It says:
'M. Mento, Housedeaning &
Gardening." Underneath
the sign is another line
that reads:' 'M. Mento is

Mento looks from Gloria
to me. "This you are saying
—but you also are doing?"
Gloria grins at him.
"Well you got your gas, we
checked the oil, water and
tires and cleaned the
windshield. Doesn't that
look like we mean it?"

The latchstring is always out
at Union Oil Minute Man
Stations. Courtesy, friendliness
and essential motoring services
are never rationed. We're
busy, yes, as busy as anyone
else, but we're . . .

Mento shakes his head and
climbs back in the truck.
He pulls his crystal ball
out from back of the seat.
' 'Mento, the Great Brain, is
through! This crystal ball,
she is no good! Bahh!"—
and he heaves it over the
back fence, from where
we hear a resounding
crash, and goes chugging
out of the station!

never too busy to be helpful."
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• Reading Walter Ford's Lost Arch
story, in this issue, reminds us of the two
lads who came into Desert's office one
summer Saturday morning. They were
all set for a weekend trip into the Chocolate mountain country to find the Black
Butte gold. All they needed were directions for reaching it . . . Walter Ford
and John Hilton, when they started for
the Mojave to look for the Lost Arch
treasure at least had directions and landmarks—even with these aids, they failed
to locate the gold nuggets. But they
haven't given up hope. They just didn't
dig in the right spot!
• Another lost treasure has lured Hugh
Rankin, Los Angeles illustrator, into the
Vallecitos area of the western Colorado
desert. He will tell Desert readers about
his attempts to find the gold, equipped
with divining rod and radio finder. He
defends his belief that the gold is still
there by declaring, "I am not a gullible
person; no one has sold trie wild cat
mining stock and I do not bet on the
horses." A map will accompany his story
—but he will withhold some of his
clues for he believes they are so definite
that he plans to return as soon as travel
conditions permit.
• Fred V. Sampson, who took the pictures of the antelope chipmunks in this
issue, was born in Iowa, studied art,
served in World War I. His photos have
appeared in many newspapers and national magazines. Now he lives in the
Mojave desert, in the walled-up, glassedin abandoned shaft of a limestone quarry
surrounded by his animal neighbors. Although they often appear to be consciously posing or acting for Sampson's camera,
they are entirely unconfined and untrained.
• In several museums of the West are
relics which have been found along the
trail of death and suffering left by the
Donner-Reed party, who in 1846 made
their way across the Great Salt Lake desert of Utah, only to be trapped by early
snowfall in the Sierra Nevadas. Latest
discovery to be added to the tragic mementoes is a worn, water-soaked little
bible which had belonged to the hero of
the party—Charles T. Stanton. In a
coming issue, Charles Kelly will tell
Desert readers of the unusual circumstances which led to the finding and
identifying of the bible carried by Stanton—the man who could have saved
himself but chose to save the lives of
his comrades at the cost of his own.

CREED OF THE DESERT
By J U N E LEMERT PAXTON

Yucca Valley, California
The cloudburst struck the canyon deep.
With raging force its sides did sweep.
Great shrubs from rocks, the flood did
shake,
And left them lying in its wake.
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ARIZONA SUNSET. Saguaro Cactus in southern Arizona. Photograph by Ivan B. Mardis, Tucson,
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When a lapidary polishes gems and minerals, he often reveals beautiful and unusual patterns. Jerry Laudermilk let his imagination loose on these. 1—Mood over a swamp. Light of a dreary sunset barred with brown sickly orange glows feebly on vapors
from a reeking marsh; suddenly the Genius of Malaria appears against the mist. Polished agate thunderegg, Geology Museum.,
Pomona College, Claremont. 2—Gateway of illusion. White opaque chalcedony surface half reveals portentous forms that
drift like changing shapes of smoke. Polished chalcedony nodule, Ellis Johnson collection, Claremont. 3—Sea of Serenity. Beyond chaotic foreground appears an expanse of open water shining in moonlight. Polished agate thunderegg. Johnson collection.

Attfitettf ofi the Magical
When Yellow Bird, in prehistoric Arizona days used a stream-rounded quartz pebble as a rubbing stone to
smooth her pottery- she did not wonder at the polished surface it acquired after years of use. And when rock collectors and gem cutters today seek a shortcut to obtain a brilliant surface on their prize specimens, few of them
know why or how this effect is attained. A rockhound knows that when he licks a rock he picks up in the field
or douses it in a pan of water, colors and patterns not otherwise noticeable mysteriously appear. When a gem
cutter starts cutting and grinding and polishing, he knows the result will be a beautiful polished surface. But few
realize they are dealing with such forces as atoms and energy and light. This month Jerry Laudermilk gives collectors a non-mathematical explanation of a difficult but engrossing subject.
By JERRY LAUDERMILK
/ y T WAS just after sunrise several
_*/ thousand years ago, that an earth
tremor of no importance shook the
ground near Ft. Defiance, Arizona. The
shock was barely enough to loosen a pebble of variegated quartzite from its bed in
I he Shinarump conglomerate and send it
rattling to the foot of the canyon wall.
It took a hundred years for the pebble to
creep down the talus slope until it reached
a wash, where in the rainy season the water
ran high. Here, it began once more an acirve career of battering among the other
cobbles and pebbles in the wash. As the
years passed it began to take on the soapcake shape of a typical river pebble while
it slowly worked its way farther and farther downstream toward the south. At last
it reached the bottom of a spring along the
course of a river many miles from the point
it which its adventures began. From the
clear water it reflected the sunlight and
glowed with a curious mottling of red,
pink and white against the gray of the

sand. For years only the wild animals of
the desert saw this natural gem stone when
they crept to the spring to drink.
The pebble lay in the spring for a long,
long time. The Basket Makers with their
atlatls (spear throwers) and other simple
furniture already had disappeared and another people who used the bow and arrow
and had a higher culture now dominated
the country.
So it was that Yellow-bird, the potter, a
young woman of the early pueblo builders,
dwellers in big houses, came slowly up the
stream in search of fault-gouge (clay-like
earth) for pottery. She reached the spring
and looking into the water saw the beautiful pebble shining on the bottom. Like
all women of her tribe who worked with
clay it was part of her art to polish much
of the finished ware by rubbing it round
and round with a hard smooth pebble. She
dreamed beautiful designs and ornamented her dishes and bowls with curious
scrolls and geometric forms; polishing

caused the design to stand out boldly. So
the colored rock captured her attention,
not only by its promise of making a useful
tool but as an attractive thing in its own
right. She picked the pebble out of the
water and dropped it into her carrying
basket. Later, when she stopped to rest she
remembered the stone and took it out to
admire again its colors but they were
dulled beneath a surface as dim as the eye
of a dead fish.
Yellow-bird knew that it would be like
this. Somewhere down in her primitive
mind she sensed a correspondence between
a surface polished until it seemed covered
with a film of water and the showing of a
design in its clearest form and brightest
hues.
Time passed and Yellow-bird grew old
and wrinkled over her pottery. The polishing stone by long continued handling had
finally acquired a luster like that it had
given to a thousand things of baked clay.
Then one day the old potter passed on
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